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Fidelity of remote state preparation can be enhanced by local operation
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Remote state preparation (RSP) is a quantum information protocol which allows preparing a
quantum state at a distant location with the help of a preshared nonclassical resource state and
a classical channel. The efficiency of successfully doing this task can be represented by the RSP-
fidelity of the resource state. In this paper, we study the influence on the RSP-fidelity by applying
certain local operations on the resource state. We prove that RSP-fidelity does not increase for any
unital local operation. However, for nonunital local operation, such as local amplitude damping
channel, we find that some resource states can be enhanced to increase the RSP-fidelity. We give
the optimal parameter of symmetric local amplitude damping channel for enhancing Bell-diagonal
resource states. In addition, we show RSP-fidelity can suddenly change or even vanish at instant
under local decoherence.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Yz, 03.67.-a, 03.65.Ta, 85.25.Cp
I. INTRODUCTION
A quantum state of a qubit can be remotely prepared
with the help of a preshared nonclassical bipartite re-
source state and a classical communication channel. This
is called remote state preparation (RSP) [1, 2]. The basic
idea lies as follows [2]: Alice and Bob share a bipartite
nonclassical state, for example, a maximally entangled
qubit (ebit) in the ideal case. After a local measurement
along certain direction at Alice’s side, Alice sends Bob
one classical bit (cbit), which tells Bob whether or not
to flip his qubit, in order to obtain the state as desired.
Several experiments for this scheme have been carried
out, e.g., by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) tech-
niques [3].
In the ideal case, when the resource state is a max-
imally entangled state, the desired target state can be
prepared perfectly at Bob’s side, i.e., with fidelity equal
to one. However, in practice, the resource state for RSP
is usually a mixed one, thus we cannot always complete
a perfect preparation. The efficiency of successfully do-
ing this task can be measured by RSP-fidelity [4]. Since
RSP cannot be carried out without a nonclassical re-
source state, RSP-fidelity to some extent describes the
“quantumness” of the bipartite resource state, which is
similar with quantum discord [5].
Recently, a surprising discovery has been made, which
connects the RSP-fidelity with the geometric measure of
quantum discord (GMQD) [4]. They find that the nec-
essary condition for a resource state to afford non-zero
fidelity of RSP is that it must have nonzero quantum dis-
cord, rather than nonzero entanglement. Furthermore,
they explicitly show that for a broad class of states, the
RSP-fidelity is equal to the GMQD. Hence their work
links GMQD to an operational meaning.
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Some works point out that quantum discord can in-
crease via local operations [6–9]. For instance, a state
with zero discord ρ = (|00〉〈00|+|11〉〈11|)/2 can be trans-
formed into a state with non-zero discord ρ′ = (|00〉〈00|+
|+1〉〈+1|)/2 by a local operation acting on the first qubit
such that Φ(|0〉〈0|) = |0〉〈0|, Φ(|1〉〈1|) = |+〉〈+|, with
|+〉 = (|0〉 + |1〉)/√2. It can be verified that Φ is a
trace-preserving and completely positive map. This fact
makes us conjecture that RSP-fidelity, which is accessi-
ble in experiment, may share the similar property of local
increase.
In this paper, we study the influence of local opera-
tions on the RSP-fidelity. We prove that the RSP-fidelity
does not increase for unital local operation. However, for
nonunital local operation, such as local amplitude damp-
ing channel, we find that some resource states can be en-
hanced to increase the RSP-fidelity. We give the optimal
parameter of symmetric local amplitude damping chan-
nel for enhancing Bell-diagonal resource states. Mean-
while, we observe some interesting dynamic behaviors of
RSP-fidelity. RSP-fidelity under local decoherence has
the effect of sudden change and can vanish at instant.
Particularly, the behavior of vanishing at instant indi-
cates RSP-fidelity is more fragile than discord against
decoherence, and therefore should take more enhance-
ment.
We organize the remains of this paper as follows. In
Sec. II, we briefly review the RSP Protocol and the con-
nection between RSP-fidelity and GMQD. In Sec. III, we
study the influence of two types of local operations, the
unital and the nonunital ones, on the RSP-fidelity. A
necessary condition for local increase of RSP-fidelity is
obtained. We also give a criterion of enhancibility for
Bell-diagonal states under a symmetric local amplitude
damping channel, as well as the optimal parameter of the
channel. Finally, in Sec. IV, we summarize our results.
2II. RSP
In this section, we first introduce RSP based on the
protocol in Ref. [2]. Then we make a quantitative com-
parison between RSP-fidelity and GMQD.
A. RSP Protocal
The concrete RSP protocol that our paper deals with
comes from Pati [2], where Alice intends to remotely pre-
pare a pure qubit state from an ensemble represented by
a great circle on the Bloch sphere using only one cbit
and one preshared nonclassical bipartite resource state.
The basic idea (also described by Dakic´ et al. [4]) is as
follows: The target qubit, which is denoted as |φ〉 or a
Bloch vector s, is chosen from the great circle of the Bloch
ball orthogonal to a unit vector b. A nonclassical state
is preshared as resource state by both parties. Since in
RSP Alice knows exactly what the target state is, she can
choose such a unit vector α to perform a local measure-
ment along that would help to prepare the target state
at Bob’s side with the highest achievable fidelity [10].
For instance, in the case when Alice and Bob have an
singlet state |Ψ−〉 = 1√
2
(|φ〉|φ⊥〉 − |φ⊥〉|φ〉) as resource
state, Alice can perform a measurement along the di-
rection α = −s and then send Bob the measurement
outcome α = ±1 as one cbit information. For α = −1,
Bob applies a pi rotation about β, and for α = 1, Bob
does nothing. After this, the resulting state r on Bob’s
side will be nothing but the target state s.
There is nothing special about sharing a singlet state
as resource state. One can use any other maximally en-
tangled states to achieve the same goal up to a change of
measurement direction at Alice’s side. In general, when
the resource state is not maximally entangled, the result-
ing state r may differ from the target state s. In order to
evaluate the efficiency of RSP, Dakic´ et al. [4] introduce
the notion of payoff-function P ≡ (r · s)2. In each run,
by deliberately choosing the measurement direction, Al-
ice can optimize the payoff-function. We denote the opti-
mized payoff-function by Popt. The RSP-fidelity averages
the optimized payoff-function and is minimized over all
β on Bloch sphere, i.e., FRSP := inf
β
〈Popt〉 . The RSP-
fidelity captures two most natural aspects, FRSP = 1
(Popt ≡ 1), for the resource state maximally entangled,
while FRSP = 0 (Popt ≡ 0) for the maximally mixed.
By representing a two-qubit resource state ρ in terms
of Pauli matrices {σ1, σ2, σ3}
ρ =
1
4

I ⊗ I + a · σ ⊗ I + I ⊗ b · σ + 3∑
k,l=1
Eklσk ⊗ σl

 ,
where a, b are local Bloch vectors, the RSP-fidelity can
be written as
FRSP(ρ) =
1
2
(
E22 + E
2
3
)
. (1)
Here the coefficients Ekl = tr (ρσk ⊗ σl) form a real ma-
trix denoted byE, and E21 ≥ E22 ≥ E23 are the eigenvalues
of ETE. For simplicity, we will skip the derivation of this
expression, one can consult Ref. [4] for details. For RSP
with only classical resource, where E2 = E3 = 0, Non-
zero RSP-fidelity is impossible. Since RSP-fidelity is a
function of state, we can compare it with GMQD and
this is what we are going to do in the next subsection.
B. RSP-fidelity and GMQD
GMQD is introduced by the motivation for captur-
ing total quantum correlation [6]. The original paper
defines GMQD as the square of the Hilbert-Schmidt
distance from the given state to the set of classical-
quantum states, i.e., inf
χ
‖ρ − χ‖2HS, where ‖ρ − χ‖HS :=
[tr(ρ − χ)†(ρ − χ)]1/2, the infimum is taken over the set
of classical-quantum states χ. In order to make fair com-
parison with RSP-fidelity, we normalize the GMQD by
a factor 2, as in Ref. [4], and deal with the normalized
GMQD (DG),
DG(ρ) := 2 inf
χ
‖ρ− χ‖2HS.
Following Ref. [6], we have
DG(ρ) =
1
2
(|a|2 + ‖E‖2HS − λmax)
=
1
2
(
traaT + trEET − λmax
)
, (2)
with λmax being the largest eigenvalue of aa
T+EET. In
this paper, we also treat vectors as column matrices, like
a in Eq. (2).
Based on Eq. (2), we can see for a broad set of states
the (normalized) GMQD matches the RSP-fidelity. It is
obvious that λmax ≤ traaT + E21 , with equality if and
only if a is parallel to the eigenvector corresponding to
largest eigenvalue of EET. This set is a strict subset of
the set of all X states [11] and is big enough to contain
all the maximally mixed marginal states [12]. Generally,
DG(ρ) ≥ FRSP(ρ).
DG = 0 if and only if a = 0 and E
2
2 = E
2
3 = 0, so DG > 0
is a necessary but not sufficient condition for FRSP > 0.
Fig. 1 shows a concrete example ofDG > 0 but FRSP = 0.
However, FRSP(ρ) and DG(ρ) simultaneously reaches 1
when ρ is maximally entangled. This is because, with
respect to GMQD, the set of maximally discordant states
is equivalent to that of maximally entangled states.
In addition, both FRSP(ρ) and DG(ρ) are invariant un-
der local unitary transformation, i.e., for any unitary
matrices U1,2, FRSP
(
U1 ⊗ U2ρU †1 ⊗ U †2
)
= FRSP(ρ),
DG
(
U1 ⊗ U2ρU †1 ⊗ U †2
)
= DG(ρ). Mathematically, per-
forming a local unitary transformation is nothing but re-
choosing a new local basis to represent the same density
3operator ρ, which obviously won’t change FRSP(ρ) and
DG(ρ).
III. RSP UNDER LOCAL OPERATION
In this section, we study the behaviors of RSP-fidelity
under local operation. For this purpose, we separately
discuss the characteristics of the resource state under ac-
tion of two types of quantum operations, the unital and
the nonunital ones. At last, we give a criterion for test-
ing the enhancibility of a Bell-diagonal state under sym-
metric local amplitude damping channel and the optimal
parameter of such channel.
A. Unital operation
Quantum operations or, from the viewpoint of deco-
herence, quantum channels are trace-preserving and com-
pletely positive maps, which are used for describing the
dynamic changes to a state. A quantum operation Φ is
said to be unital, if and only if Φ(I) = I, or else it is
nonunital. After introducing a representation of quan-
tum operation, we will give the proposition that RSP-
fidelity does not increase for any unital local operation.
Usually, a quantum operation is represented by Kraus
operators. Here we deal with another representation for
the convenience of the following proof [13]. Recall that
any qubit ρ can be represented by a Bloch vector r, so
that ρ = 1
2
(I + r · σ), where σ is the vector of Pauli ma-
trices. Accordingly, any single qubit operation Φ, which
maps a density matrix to another density matrix, can be
represented by a unique 4 × 4 matrix T , which maps a
Bloch vector to another one,
Φ :
1
2
(
I,σT
)( 1
r
)
7→ 1
2
(
I,σT
)T ( 1
r
)
.
Here
(
1
r
)
is a 4×1 matrix and (I,σT) ≡ (I, σ1, σ2, σ3),
T has the form
T =
(
1 0T
t T
)
,
where 0 is zero vector, t and 3× 3 matrix T are real. For
a unital operation Φ, we have t = 0. Using the singular
value decomposition, we can write
T = O1DO
T
2 = R1(±D)RT2 ,
where O1,2 are orthogonal matrices, D =
diag{D11, D22, D33} and R1,2 are rotations. A common
convention is to list {D11, D22, D33} in descending order.
In this case, the diagonal matrix D is unique. Define the
map ΦD by
ΦD (ρ) :=
1
2
(
I,σT
)( 1 0T
d ±D
)(
1
r
)
, (3)
with d = (d1, d2, d3)
T
= R2R
T
1 t. Since every rotation on
a Bloch vector is equivalent to a unitary transformation
on the respective density operator, the general quantum
operation Φ can be factorized into simpler parts as
Φ(ρ) = UΦD(V ρV
†)U †, (4)
where U and V are unitary matrices corresponding to R1
and R2.
Now we come to the following proposition.
Proposition. RSP-fidelity of two-qubit states do not in-
crease under local unital operations.
Proof. According to Eq. (4), an arbitrary local unital op-
eration Φ on a two-qubit state ρ can be given as
Φ(ρ) = (U1 ⊗ U2)ΦD
(
V1 ⊗ V2ρV †1 ⊗ V †2
)(
U †1 ⊗ U †2
)
,
where U1,2, V1,2 are unitary and ΦD is represented by the
matrix (
1 0T
0 ±D1
)
⊗
(
1 0T
0 ±D2
)
.
Here we have used the fact that, for a unital operation,
d = 0. The trace-preserving and completely positive
property of Φ requires both the points represented by
((D1)11 , (D1)22 , (D1)33), ((D2)11 , (D2)22 , (D2)33) are
constrained inside a tetrahedron with corners (1, 1, 1),
(1,−1,−1), (−1, 1,−1) and (−1,−1, 1) [13]. Since FRSP
is invariant under local unitary transformation (see
Sec. II B), we can restrict our considerations to those lo-
cal unital operations which have ΦD-form as in Eq. (3).
For any two-qubit state ρ, a simple calculation shows
ΦD(ρ) =
1
4

I ⊗ I + (D1a) · σ ⊗ I + I ⊗ (D2b) · σ
+
3∑
i,j=1
(D1ED2)ij σi ⊗ σj

 ,
with (D1ED2)ij ≡ (D1)ii (D2)jj Eij .
From Eq. (1), we have
FRSP(ρ) =
1
2
[
tr(ETE)− sup
R
(kTRTETERk)
]
=
1
2
inf
R
{
tr
[(
RTER
)T
RTER
]
−kT (RTER)TRTERk} , (5)
and similarly, have
FRSP (ΦD(ρ)) =
1
2
inf
R
{
tr
[(
RTD1ED2R
)T
RTD1ED2R
]
−kT (RTD1ED2R)TRTD1ED2Rk}
4where k = (1, 0, 0)T, the supremum and infimum are
taken over the set of all rotation matrices. We assume
the infimum in Eq. (5) is achieved for R = R0 and define
E0:=R
T
0 ER0. Then we can see
FRSP (ΦD(ρ))
≤ 1
2
{
tr
[(
RT0D1ED2R0
)T
RT0D1ED2R0
]
−kT (RT0D1ED2R0)TRT0D1ED2R0k}
=
3∑
i=1
2∑
j=1
1
2
(D1)
2
ii (D2)
2
jj (E0)
2
ij
≤ FRSP(ρ)
We find that, for a unital operation Φ, F (Φ(ρ)) = F (ρ)
if and only if ΦD is trivial identity.
The above proposition excludes the possibility of en-
hancing the RSP resource with unital local operations,
such as the direct product of single qubit depolarizing,
bit flip, phase flip and bit-phase flip channels.
B. Nonunital operation
In this subsection, we transfer our attention to sym-
metric local amplitude damping channel to see if a suit-
able local nonunital operation can bring some enhance-
ment to the resource states.
Amplitude damping channel is a typical kind of
nonunital operation that characterizes the behavior of
energy dissipation in a lot of concrete physical processes,
such as spontaneous emission of an atom, behavior of
a spin system approaching equilibrium with the envi-
ronment at high-temperature. Although, in quantum
information theory, the concept of amplitude damping
channel originates in quantum noise processes, amplitude
damping channels are experimentally achievable [14–16].
Given an initial qubit ρ, the action of a one-qubit quan-
tum operation on it can be given by Φ(ρ) =
∑
i EiρE
†
i ,
where Ei are the Kraus operators. The one-qubit am-
plitude damping channel has the Kraus form E0 =(
1 0
0
√
q
)
, E1 =
(
1
√
p
0 0
)
, with q = 1 − p, q ∈ [0, 1].
The parameter p is responsible for a wide range of phys-
ical phenomena. There exist some time-dependent de-
coherence models, where p is replaced by a time-varying
function 1 − e−Γt with Γ a constant characterizing the
speed of the processes.
For simplicity, we only consider the symmetric situa-
tion in which the damping rates on both sides are equal.
In addition, we restrict the resource states for RSP to
Bell-diagonal states, which are diagonal in the Bell basis
(|00〉± |11〉, |01〉± |10〉). A Bell-diagonal state ρ can also
be expressed by Pauli matrices as
ρ =
1
4
(
I +
3∑
i=1
ciσi ⊗ σi
)
. (6)
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FIG. 1. Dynamics of GMQD (dashed line) and RSP-fidelity
(solid line) as a function of Γt. The initial state used here is
given by Eq. (6) with c1 = 0.5, c2 = 0 and c3 = −0.5.
The condition for ρ being a proper density matrix im-
poses that the point made of coordinates (c1, c2, c3) must
lie inside the tetrahedron with the four Bell states be-
ing the corners (see Fig. 2(a)) [12]. The Bell-diagonal
states may arise in a wide variety of physical situations
and play an important role in quantum information pro-
cessings [17–20]. Moreover, there always exists a local
transformation that can transform a given mixed state
to the corresponding Bell-diagonal form [21].
Given an initial two-qubit state ρ, its evolution under a
amplitude damping channel can be modeled in the Kraus
form
Φp(ρ) =
1∑
i,j=0
Ei ⊗ EjρE†i ⊗ E†j .
We can calculate the output of an arbitrary Bell-diagonal
state with the form of Eq. (6) under a symmetric ampli-
tude damping channel with parameter p, and arrive at
Φp(ρ) =
1
4
[I + p (I ⊗ σ3 + σ3 ⊗ I) + qc1σ1 ⊗ σ1
+qc2σ2 ⊗ σ2 +
(
c3q
2 + p2
)
σ3 ⊗ σ3
]
.
(7)
Calculate both the RSP-fidelity and the GMQD for
Φp(ρ), we have
FRSP (Φp(ρ)) =
1
2
[
q2
(
c21 + c
2
2
)
+
(
c3q
2 + p2
)2
−max
{
(qc1)
2
, (qc2)
2
,
(
c3q
2 + p2
)2}]
,
(8)
DG (Φp(ρ)) =
1
2
[
q2
(
c21 + c
2
2
)
+
(
p2 + c3q
2
)2
+ p2
−max
{
(qc1)
2 , (qc2)
2 ,
(
p2 + c3q
2
)2
+ p2
}]
.
(9)
In Fig. 1, we plot both the RSP-fidelity and the GMQD
of Φp(ρ) as functions of scaled time Γt. The initial re-
source state used is given by Eq. (6) with c1 = 0.5, c2 = 0
5and c3 = −0.5. In this case, although the resource state
is initially Bell-diagonal, but it cannot maintain the Bell-
diagonal form as long as it’s evolution begins. This is why
the curves of DG and FRSP do not always match. We can
observe that DG ≥ FRSP is always satisfied, which coin-
cides with the result in Sec. II B. And just as we expected,
we find both RSP-fidelity and GMQD can increase dur-
ing the time evolution under certain conditions. Also,
due to the maximization procedures in Eqs. (8) and (9),
both RSP-fidelity and GMQD have a sudden change ef-
fect during the time evolution. The phenomena of sudden
change in the dynamics of both GMQD and quantum dis-
cord have been discussed in detail in Ref. [22–24]. Yet
most interestingly, RSP-fidelity vanishes at instant. This
is quite different from discord and may show one differ-
ent facet of RSP-fidelity from GMQD. As we know, when
two qubits subject to independent Markovian decoher-
ence, the evolution of discord decays only in asymptotic
time [25, 26]. In this sense, compared with quantum algo-
rithms based only on quantum discord, the enhancement
of RSP-fidelity is more worthy of consideration. But it
should be pointed out, in the situation of non-Markovian,
quantum discord can vanishes, see [27, 28].
C. The enhancibility and the optimal parameter
In the above subsection, we have considered the sym-
metric local amplitude damping channel as decoherence
noise, which lands us in a passive position. However since
the amplitude damping channel is the quantum operation
which we can experimentally control, we can impose it
on the resource state for enhancing as our aim. In this
subsection, we will give the criterion for testing the en-
hancibility of a Bell-diagonal state under symmetric local
amplitude damping channel, as well as the optimal pa-
rameter of such channel.
For this purpose, we need to thoroughly discuss the
expression of FRSP. Since the maximization procedure
in Eq. (8) complicates the calculation, we divide the dis-
cussion into two cases, depending on the sign of c3.
1. Case: c3 ≥ 0
We set c = max {|c1| , |c2|}. To get rid of the max-
imum operator in Eq. (8), we need to note the sign of∣∣p2 + c3q2∣∣ − |qc|. When c3 ≤ c, by observing the spa-
tial relation between the straight line segment y = qc,
q ∈ [0, 1] and the curve segment y = p2 + c3q2, q ∈ [0, 1],
we can easily express FRSP (Φp(ρ)) from Eq. (8) in piece-
wise form,
FRSP (Φp(ρ))
=
{
1
2
[
q2
(
c21 + c
2
2 − c2
)
+
(
c3q
2 + p2
)2]
q1 ≤ q ≤ 1,
1
2
q2
(
c21 + c
2
2
)
0 ≤ q < q1.
(10)
Here
q1 =
2
2 + c+
√
c2 + 4 (c− c3)
(11)
is the the smaller root of the equation qc = c3q
2+(1−q)2.
Subsequently, we treat q, instead of p, as the independent
variable of FRSP (Φq(ρ)). For q ∈ [q1, 1],
d
dq
FRSP (Φq(ρ)) =
(
c21 + c
2
2 − c2
)
q
+
[
(1− q)2 + c3q2
]
[2 (c3 + 1) q − 2] .
(12)
We can see from Eq. (10) that local maximums of
FRSP (Φq(ρ)) will not occur for q ∈ [0, q1) ∪
[
1
1+c3
, 1
]
.
While for q ∈
[
q1,
1
1+c3
)
, through an analysis of Eq. (12),
we observe that q = q1 is the only possible local max-
imum point of FRSP (Φq(ρ)). By inserting q = q1
into Eq. (10), the existence of a symmetric local am-
plitude damping channel of parametrer q1 for which
FRSP (Φq1(ρ)) > FRSP(ρ) can be checked by
c22 + c
2
1
c21 + c
2
2 + c
2
3 − c2
>
(
2 + c+
√
c2 + 4 (c− c3)
)2
4
. (13)
In the above discussion, we considered the situation of
c3 ≤ c. When c < c3, FRSP (Φq(ρ)) < FRSP(ρ) holds for
all value of q ∈ [0, 1).
2. Case: c3 < 0
When −c3 ≤ c, the straight line segment y = qc, q ∈
[0, 1] and the curve segment y =
∣∣p2 + c3q2∣∣, q ∈ [0, 1]
intersect only once at q = q1. Thus by Eq. (8), the
expressions of FRSP (Φq(ρ)) and
d
dqFRSP (Φq(ρ)) in this
case are the same with Case 1. And for q ∈ [q1, 1], a short
analysis of Eq. (12) shows that q = q1 is the only possible
local maximum point of FRSP (Φq(ρ)). Hence we arrived
at the same fomula as Eq. (13) in Case 1 for checking
the existence of a symmetric local amplitude damping
channel for enhancing ρ,
c22 + c
2
1
c21 + c
2
2 + c
2
3 − c2
>
(
2 + c+
√
c2 + 4 (c− c3)
)2
4
.
Then, when c < −c3, FRSP (Φq(ρ)) < FRSP(ρ) holds
for all value of q ∈ [0, 1).
3. Summary
In the above, we have discussed the enhancibility of a
Bell-diagonal state for RSP in two different cases. As we
can see, for both cases, we come to the same conclusion
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FIG. 2. (a) The tetrahedron represents the set of Bell-diagonal states where the four Bell states are the corners. The zero-
discord states are labeled by the dashed lines. The dark region consisting four part with the same shape represents the states
which satisfy condition (11). (b) The RSP-fidelity of RSP resource states (initially Bell-diagonal) before (solid line), and after
(dashed line) applying the optimal symmetric local amplitude damping channel. We have set, in this figure, c2 = −1, c3 = c1.
that if the condition Eq. (13) holds, there exists a op-
timal symmetric local amplitude damping channel with
parametric
popt =
c+
√
c2 + 4 (c− c3)
2 + c+
√
c2 + 4 (c− c3)
, (14)
use which we can enhance the corresponding Bell-
diagonal state.
In Fig. 2(a), we have plotted the region that repre-
sents the Bell-diagoal states satisfying the condition of
Eq. (13). In Fig. 2(b), we depict the increment of RSP-
fidelity of a one-dimensional class of Bell-diagonal states
before and after the action of the optimal symmetric lo-
cal amplitude damping channel. As we can see, even
the classical state with coordinates (−1, 0, 0) can be used
for RSP (with non-zero RSP-fidelity) after a proper local
operation.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we study the influence of local operations
on the RSP-fidelity. We find that RSP-fidelity does not
increase for any unital local operation, while the resource
sates may be enhanced by suitable nonunital local oper-
ations. We use the symmetric local amplitude damping
channel acting on Bell-diagonal state to exemplify that
nonunital channel under specific condition can enhance
the fidelity of RSP. We also use the same example to
show that RSP-fidelity can vanish at instant under local
Markovian decoherence, which is different from GMQD.
At last, we give the optimal parameter of symmetric local
amplitude damping channel for enhancing Bell-diagonal
resource states [Eq. (14)], and the criterion for the en-
hancibility of Bell-diagonal states [Eq. (13)].
We hope that our research will help to promote the
future investigations on the power of local operation for
enhancing quantum information protocols. Also we look
forward to seeing more works of revealing the essence of
increasing quantum correlation by local operation.
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